Chief Staff Officers’ Meeting
Wednesday, May 24, 2006 – 13:00 to 17:30
Salon Dufy, Hotel Concorde La Fayette
Paris, France

AGENDA

1. Notes of June 2005 CSO meeting – Rome

2. Summary of Recent Successes (60 minutes)
   Individuals to make brief presentations -- group could request a review from appropriate individuals for those issues about which they have the most questions or interest; volunteers will be solicited.

3. Summary of Key Challenges (60 minutes)
   Individuals to make brief presentations. As with point one, group choice of topics for presentation, or volunteers.

   Attachment for Items 1 and 2 (ASPPA)

4. Knowledge Sharing (120 minutes)
   Questions and answers around topics everyone is likely to have an interest in: Education, CPD, standards/discipline, research, public policy, organizational governance. Group will be polled for priority topics; everyone should come with their priority topics in mind.

5. Role of IAA, President's Forum, CSO Forum (30 minutes)
   A discussion of how each organization utilizes or views these meetings with regard to their own strategic or operational function.

Attachments
Future Strategic Plans (ASPPA)
Association Profile Survey Results – 2005
Organizational Charts: AIIC, ASPPA, ASSA, CAS, CCA, CIA, IAA, IAAust, SOA, UK, IAJ